Zero SAP Application Defects

Test Only What You Have To Do

Don’t waste time testing everything when you can use IntelliCorp software to automatically identify the most-at-risk transactions to test. Integrate our tools with HP ALM and IBM RQM to identify what can be tested and where there are gaps. Manage requirements, create test labs and maintain the health of automated test scripts.

Smart Impact Analysis

Change is the one constant for SAP applications. Use IntelliCorp software to quickly analyze the impact on business critical objects, and map this to business processes. Understand what to test and why. Whether your next change is a custom release, emergency fix, support pack, enhancement pack or SAP HANA® migration, the end result is a fast, low cost and safe upgrade.

Manage Custom Code

Analyze your custom code and understand what’s used and remove unused objects. Eliminate duplicate custom programs and find clones to return to standard. Identify complex code and reduce technical debt. Manage outsourcers and contractors effectively using objective code analysis.